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Abstract 
Cockayne, E.J., 0. Favaron, H. Li and G. MacGiIlivray, The product of the independent 
domination numbers of a graph and its complement, Discrete Mathematics 90 (1991) 313-317. 
It is shown that the maximum value over p vertex graphs of the product of the independent 
domination numbers of/a graph and its complement is at most min {(p + 3)*/S, (p + 8)‘/10.8}. 
1. Introduction 
A large amount of research in independence, domination and irredundance in 
graphs has focussed on the nondecreasing parameter sequence ir(G), y(G), i(G), 
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P(G), T(G), IR(G) which is defined for example in [l]. The reader is referred to 
[4] for a current bibliography. If G is the complement of G, the maximum value 
taken over p vertex graphs, of E(G)c(G) is known (see [2-3,6]) when c(G) is 
any of the above six parameters with the single exception of i(G). This parameter 
is the smallest cardinality of an independent dominating set (equivalently 
maximal independent set) of vertices in the graph. Clearly, i(G) is the smallest 
cardinality of a maximal clique of G. We abbreviate i(G), i(G) to i, i 
respectively. In [2] it was proved that 
In this note we improve the upper bound by proving the following theorem, but 
the exact value remains unknown. Such results are said to be of Nordhaus- 
Gaddum type due to [5]. 
Theorem. For any graph with p vertices, iic min{(p + 3)‘/8, (p + 8)*/10.8}. 
2. The proof of the theorem 
Let Y and Y* be respectively a minimum maximal independent set and a 
minimum maximal clique of G. Then ]Y] = i, IY*l = i; (Y fl Y*( = E with E = 0 or 
1 and ]YUY*(=i+i-c. Let X=Y-Y*={x1,x2,...,x,} and X*=Y*- 
Y={x;,x;,..., xi} so that s = i - E and t = i - E. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that i 2 i and, if e(A, B) denotes the number of edges between two 
disjoint sets A and B, that 
and 
min{e(&, X*): Xi E X} = e(xi, X*) 
max{e(xi, X): xi E X*} = e(x;, X). 
Let us call d and d* these two last quantities. Counting the edges between X and 
X* gives 
ds s i e(xj, X*) = i e(xi, X) s d*t 
i=l i=l 
and since t c s, we get d s d*. By the definition of i and 5, the vertex xi (resp. xi) 
is contained in an independent set Z of order i (resp. a clique I* of order 5) of G. 
This set I may contain at most one vertex of Y* and i - E - d* vertices of X. 
Hence I contains at least i - (i - E - d* + 1) = d* - 1 + E vertices in V - (Y U 
Y*). Similarly, Z* contains at most one vertex in Y and d vertices in X*, and thus 
at least 5 - (d + 1) vertices in V - (Y U Y*). Since )I rl I* I c 1, Z U I* contains at 
least (d*+~-l)+(i-d-l)-1=d*-d+i+c-3~~+t--3 vertices not in 
YUY*. LetQcZ-(YUY*)andQ*EZ*-(YUY*)suchthatQnQ*=fland 
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q+q*=i+s-3 (where we let q=lQl and q*=JQ*(). We will denote 
V-(YUY*UQUQ*)=Wand lWl=w. Thus 
p=i+t-&+q+q*+w=i+25+w-3. (1) 
(a) First bound (p + 3)‘/8. 
By (l), p a i + 2i - 3. That is ii 6 (p + 3)t - 22. The maximum value of the 
right hand of this last inequality is (p + 3)2/8 as required. 
(b) Second bound (p + 8)2/10.8. 
Let z (resp. z*) be the maximum order of an independent (resp. complete) 
subset of W. Every vertex x of X U Q belongs to a clique of 7 vertices which 
contains at most two vertices in Y U Q and z* vertices in W, and hence at least 
i- (z* + 2) vertices in X* U Q*. So 
e(XUQ,X*UQ*)~(i-c+q)(E-z*-2). (2) 
Similarly, every vertex x* in X* U Q* belongs to an independent set of i vertices 
which has at most 2 vertices in Y* U Q * and z vertices in W, and thus at least 
i-(z+2)verticesinXUQ. Sax* hasatmosti-s+q-(i-z-2)=z+q+ 
2 - E neighbours in X U Q, and 
e(X U Q, X* u Q*) 5 (t - E + q*)(z + q + 2 - E). 
By (2) and (3) we get 
(i+q-E)(S-z*- 2) 6 (E + q* - E)(Z + q + 2 - E) 
That is 
(3) 
or 
ilSi(z*+2)+I(z+2)+(q-&)(z*+2)+(q*-E)(z+2) 
+ (4 - E)(q* - E) 
ibCi(z*+2)+S(z+2)+(z+q+2)(z*+q*+2)-(~+2)(2*+2) 
-_(z+z*+q+q*+3) 
Thus, since i 3 i and using the inequality u2r c (u + ~)~/4, 
it<i(z+z*+4)+ 
(2+z*+q+q*+4)2 
4 (4) 
But z+z* ~w+l and z+z*+q+q*+4aq+q*+w+5Sp-(i+i)+6, 
which gives 
If we let 
w+5=AE (6) 
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and 
i+i=(p+8)p, 
(note that 0 < PC 1 and A. > 0), we obtain by (1) that 
p=i+(A+2)i-8=(p+8)p+((A+l)i-8. 
Thus 
i=(P+8)(l-P) 
A+1 ’ 
i = (P + 8)(G + 2~ - 1) 
A+1 
and ii = (P + 8)‘(1- P)@P + 2~ - 1) 
(A+1)2 . 
Furthermore i = p + 8 - (A + 2)i and the maximum of ii = (p + 8); - (A + 2)? is 
attained when i = (p + 8)/2(A + 2). So ii s (p + 8)*/4(A + 2). 
If A 2 1, iiS (p + 8)*/12 and so we assume A < 1. Then by (5), (6) and (7), 
iS~(P+8)20-P)2 
4(1--A) . (9) 
By (8) and (9) we have to find the maximum value of the function 
f(n 
7 
p) = Cl- PWP + 2P - 1) 
(h + 1y 
according to the constraints 0 < A < 1, 0 < ,u < 1 and (Ap + 2~ - l)/(A + 1)2 s 
(1 - ~)/4(1- A), that is 
In the sequel some tedious computations are omitted. The partial 
f(k P) are 
3 ~_(l-P)(--AP-331~+2) and af=-2+4~+++ 
z- (A + 1)3 aY (A + 1)’ . 
derivations of 
If af/aA = aflap = 0, then A* + 2A + 1 = 0 which cannot occur in the square 
(0, l)*. The maximum is thus to be searched on the boundary which is delimited 
by the curves 
(A=O, O<+$), (A=l, O<p<l), (p=O, O<A<l) 
and 
(/A = @(A), 0 < A < 1). 
If A = 0, for 0 < j.i S $, 
f (1 
> 
P) = (1 - V)(3V - 1) <J_ 
4 .12’ 
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If p = 0, f(k, 0) < 0. And finally, if p = $(A), 
f(AP @(A)) =g(A) = “(;_-2yy3;21;2. 
Let 
4(A. + l)h(il) 
g’@) = (9 _ 2~ _ 3~2)3 
We see that h’(A) < 0 for any A. and g(il) is maximum for the unique root & of 
h(A) in (0,l). A numerical approximation shows that 0.6815 < il, < 0.6816 and 
that 
with h(A) = -3A3 - A2 - 17h + 13. 
g(&) Cg(O.6815) + 10-4g’(0.6815) <A. 
Therefore ii< (p + S)2/10.8 which achieves the proof. 0 
Note that the best bound is the first one if p c 27, and the second one 
otherwise. 
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